Walter Schindler of SAIL Capital Partners LLC Awarded Best Sustainable
Investment Firm CEO 2017
For the second year in a row, Walter L. Schindler is awarded "Best Sustainable Investment
Firm CEO" by Corporate Vision Magazine. This is Schindler's 12th award in the last 12
months.
London, UK (PRWEB) October 09, 2017 -- The latest award from Corporate Vision Magazine is entitled "Best
Sustainable Investment Firm CEO 2017.” This is Schindler's second consecutive year winning this title from
Corporate Vision. Some of the other awards this year include "Best Cleantech Equity Firm 2017" from Wealth
and Finance International and "Advisory Firm of the Year 2017" from Finance Monthly Magazine, both based
in London.
SAIL Capital over its 17-year history was a thought leader and pioneer in sustainability investing, and included
significant challenges, but also invested in 14 pathbreaking portfolio companies, including WaterHealth
International, which provides clean drinking water to over 7 million people worldwide daily.
SAIL has been exiting its venture capital portfolio since 2015 and moving towards an advisory model. "SAIL
Global Advisors, LLC" is a new entity that focuses on advising other funds and family offices.
Corporate Vision writes: "Our winners are decided by a combination of votes gathered from our network of
respected industry partners and our own rigorous in-house research, performed by our dedicated network of
industry insiders and corporate specialists. Each award is carefully scrutinised, from a nominee's region to their
performance over the past 12 months, their commitment to innovation, their methods and even their
competition to ensure that only the most deserving firms walk away with one of our prestigious trophies."
Walter L. Schindler is an investor, strategist and lawyer who is internationally recognized as the Founder and
Managing Partner of SAIL Capital Partners LLC. Walter is currently advising new clients on sustainable energy
and water and other investment projects throughout the world.
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Contact Information
Walter Schindler
SAIL Capital Partners LLC
http://sailcapital.com
+1 (949) 923-1629
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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